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A CONSERVATIVE SLIDE LINE METHOD FOR CELL-CENTERED
SEMI-LAGRANGIAN AND ALE SCHEMES IN 2D
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new cell-center method to treat sliding of compressible fluid
domains. We describe at first the theoretical framework based on [S. Del Pino, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris,
Ser. I 348 (2010) 1027–1032]. We introduce the notion of slide lines thanks to a mortar-like approach.
We propose and analyze a P1 − P0 discretization of the theoritical method. We also describe a simple
ALE procedure that preserves the slide line Lagrangian so that no mixed-cells model is necessary.
Finally we present a set of representative numerical tests.
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1. Introduction

Lagrangian calculation of compressible gas dynamics is a powerful tool, especially when dealing with unmixed
multi-materials. Indeed, since Lagrangian methods naturally preserve contact discontinuities, the use of mixing
models is not necessary. Thus, lots of effort has been put in deriving numerical methods for compressible gas
flows using Lagrangian formulation. Let us cite a few of them.

Historically, von Neumann and Richtmyer proposed the first scheme able to deal with shock waves [29]. Then,
based on their work, Wilkins published another foundation paper for Lagrangian methods [32], where among
many other things, he stated the basis of staggered Lagrangian hydrodynamics schemes for multi-dimensional
problems. From this point, many improvements to staggered schemes were proposed. We just want to emphasize
the very important contribution of Caramana et al. who published in [11] a conservative Lagrangian staggered
scheme for compressible gas flows in 2D. Shortly after, through the concept of nodal solvers, Després and Mazeran
defined the Glace’s scheme [17], a multidimensional extension of the acoustic Godunov solver. This was rapidly
followed by the contribution of Maire [26], where they described the Eucclhyd scheme. It was originally designed
to retrieve exactly the 1D acoustic Godunov solver for 1D flows on Cartesian grids (Glace being dependent of
cell’s aspect ratio). In the past years, the community of Lagrangian hydrocodes has been very active around
these two new schemes. This paper focuses on yet another extension of cell-centered semi-Lagrangian schemes:
taking into account sliding with these scheme family, preserving at most their good properties.
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As we said above, one of the strengths of Lagrangian schemes is their automatic treatment of contact discon-
tinuities since there are no mass fluxes between cells. So, at first sight they seem very well suited to compute the
sliding of one material onto another. However, Lagrangian schemes compute a continuous grid velocity which
makes it impossible to deal with sliding. To treat sliding of materials one on another, the classic approach consists
in using separate meshes for each material so that the velocity field is discontinuous at interface, and modeling
numerically the interaction of domains. This is in some sense close to domain decomposition techniques.

There have been many works to treat slide lines with staggered schemes since the initial treatment proposed
in [32]. The recent work [10] treats the slide lines problem as boundary conditions. In [24], the approach is
enriched by adding stabilization terms to make the method more robust. Unfortunately, even if the obtained
scheme is conservative in each sub-domain (the underlying scheme is compatible-hydro [11]), conservation is
lost at the slide line. The defect of conservation is used as an a posteriori indicator to assess the quality of the
solution. Recently, contact or slide-line methods have been proposed for cell-centered Lagrangian schemes [13,28].
[13] is the only approach, to our knowledge, that treats slide-lines in a fully conservative way.

Obviously, the treatment of materials sliding can be also carried out by using Eulerian formulation. There are
many possible approaches which have to deal with mixed cells. Indeed, in finite-volume approaches for instance,
ρ,u and E have one value per material in each cell (mixed-cells). For this kind of problems material should
not melt so that people usually use interface reconstruction method to determine the volume fraction presence
of each constituent, see for instance [4, 22, 33] or [18]. Sliding treatment in Eulerian formulation is an active
research field see, as an example, the recent works on this topic for compressible multi-material flows [7] or [14].
While the first one is related to direct Eulerian treatment, the second uses a Lagrange-remap approach. Also,
some work are focused on an ALE formulation of the sliding problem, see for instance [20].

More generally, contact, sliding or friction calculus is a field of much interests in computational mechanics.
The number of approaches and publications related to this general topic is enormous and goes far beyond the
compressible multi-materials community. We cannot present here all the different techniques that can be used,
so we refer to the review of Bourago and Kukudzhanov [6] that addresses a variety of different works.

The method we present in this paper is a cell-centered Lagrangian technique to model slide lines between
materials. We also present an ALE extension keeping the sliding interface Lagrangian. This allows us to avoid
the use of mixing models.

In few words, the method is based on [15] where we defined an abstract formulation in which the grid velocity
is solution of an abstract minimization problem. At this point it appears clearly that the sliding problem can
be viewed as a constrained optimization problem. The constrain being nothing but imposing the continuity of
the normal velocity, �u� · n = 0, across the slide line.

Also, since the method presented in [15] computes the grid velocity as the solution of a variational problem
(some kind of weighted L2-projection), it seemed natural to derive a mortar-like method [5] to impose weakly
the continuity of u · n through the interface.

Before going into the details of the scheme construction, we want to emphasize the choice of presentation we
made.

Even if our goal is to build a conservative method to simulate sliding of fluids using polygonal meshes, we
will present an abstract framework that requires very weak hypothesis on cells geometry itself. So, large parts
of this presentation will be focused on an abstract scheme and the real discretization will occur lately.

The P1 − P0 scheme we propose is a particular choice of discretization and quadrature formula. Many other
schemes can be derived based on the abstract formulation and then probably better ones. In this sense, the
method we propose is more general than the one described in [13].

Also, writing an abstract variational formulation, that can be rewritten as a minimization problem, to compute
the grid velocity (see [15] or Sect. 2), makes it clear that mortar-like approaches (see for instance [3,5,9]) could
be used to solve the slide lines problem, for compressible gas flows.

So, the paper articulates as follows. In a first part, we recall and precise the method that was shortly presented
in [15]. After establishing the abstract formulation and its properties, we focus on a P1 discretization.
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Then an abstract sliding method is derived. It is based on a mortar-like formulation and an adapted conser-
vation constrain. Its generic properties are established.

Following that, we study the special case of a P1 − P0 discretization of the velocity problem.We analyze the
problem and establish an inf-sup condition. This is very educative since it leads discretization conditions for
the Lagrange multiplier’s mesh. Also, we show that the solution of the linear system is continuous according to
the data, which is a stability result for our method.

Then, we explain briefly a simple ALE method which keeps the sliding interface Lagrangian. Finally, we write
the explicit in time first-order integration scheme that we used.

The last section is dedicated to numerical tests. We use two configurations for the Sod shock tube as a sanity
check. Then we test Carammana’s piston problem [10]. We propose the next test to check the behavior of the
method when the contact zone changes with time. Finally, we present the result we obtain on a challenging
problem defined in [24].

In order to fix ideas, we present shortly the proposed method and justify some choices that we made.

1.1. Sketch of the method

We consider the practical P1 − P0 method that we analyze in Section 4. Each fluid domain Ωi is defined by
its own polygonal mesh Mi. One denotes by Γi, the sliding boundary of Mi. However, since Γi’s are different
polygonal lines, one defines Γ – a “mean” mesh – that describes the slide line. The Lagrangian scheme has the
following structure:

∀i, ∀j ∈ Mi, V ′
j (t) =

∑
l∈Lj

∫
l u

�
i · njl, Mju′

j(t) = −∑l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l p

�
jnjl −

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l p

�
jnil,

M ′
j(t) = 0, MjE

′
j(t) = −∑l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l
p�

ju
�
i · njl −

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l
p�

ju
�
i · nil,

where j designate a generic cell of one of the meshes, Vj is its volume, Mj its constant mass, uj its velocity and
Ej denotes its total energy density. Lj is the set of linear edges of the polygonal cell j and thus njl is the unit
normal to l ∈ Lj outgoing from j. Observe that for momentum and total energy balance equations, fluxes sum
are treated differently on the edges that belong to Γi. On these sliding edges the unit normal that is used is nil

which is the normal to Γ outgoing from domain Ωi.
To complete the scheme definition, it remains to define the fluxes u�

i and p�
j that are related by an acoustic

Riemann invariant that is to be taken in the weak sens: p�
j − pj + (ρc)j(u�

i − uj) · n = 0, where n = njl or nil

according to the edge location. Observe that knowing u�
i defines the p�

j ’s.
Writing both the conservation and the sliding constrains, one obtains the following saddle point problem that

is satisfied by the velocity of the edges u�
i : find (u�

1,u
�
2, λ) ∈ V

∀(v1,v2, μ) ∈ V ,
∑

i

ai(u�
i ,vi) +

∑
i

bi(vi, λ) =
∑

i

li(vi)

and
∑

i

bi(u�
i , μ) = 0,

where setting Ajl = (ρc)jnjl ⊗ njl and Ail = (ρc)jnil ⊗ nil, one has

ai(u,v) =
∑

j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

vT Ajl u +
∑

j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

vT Ail u,

bi(v, μ) =
∑

j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

v · nil μ,
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and

li(v) =
∑

j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

(∫
l

pjv · njl +
∫

l

vT Ajl uj

)
+
∑

j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

(∫
l

pjv · nil +
∫

l

vT Ail uj

)
.

Actually, the practical scheme that is analyzed in Section 4 is defined by choosing V = P1(E1)d×P1(E2)d×P0(Γ ):
the velocities u�

i are continuous piecewise linear functions defined on the edges set Ei of the mesh Mi and λ
is piecewise constant on the mesh Γ . At this point, the integrals on l can be computed either exactly or using
quadrature formulas. Nevertheless, observe that the integrals that define bj(·, ·) are more tricky to compute since
v and μ are not living on the same mesh. The particular treatment that we choose is detailed in Section 4.1.
Finally, (u�

1,u
�
2, λ) is solution of the obtained linear system. This ends this short presentation of the scheme we

present in this paper.

Remark 1.1. One could question why we choose a multiplier based formulation to impose the sliding constrain.
Actually, we have also tested a penalty formulation, which writes

∀(v1,v2),
∑

i

ai(u�
i ,vi) +

1
ε

∫
Γ

(u�
1 − u�

2)n⊗ n(v1 − v2) =
∑

i

li(vi).

We did not pursue with this formulation for two reasons. First, it is easy to check that it is not conservative.
The conservation error grows with ε. Second, as it is often the case with penalty methods, the choice of ε might
be tricky to made and one can see that very small ε can create numerical locking. Here, it means that one might
impose u1 = u2 on Γ instead of u1 · n = u2 · n.

2. Continuous scheme without slide lines

Let us recall Euler equations in semi-Lagrangian coordinates3 in their integral form. Obviously it is only
written in a formal way, since the clean mathematical form are the PDEs stated in [17,27], but it is commonly
used since it is well suited to derive finite-volume methods.

Let d = 2 denote the space dimension. Let Ω(t) ∈ R
d be an open connected set which represents the fluid

domain at any time t ∈ R
+. For any ω(t) ⊂ Ω(t) moving at fluid’s velocity u, one can write the Euler’s system

of conservation laws

d
dt

∫
ω(t)

1 =
∫

∂ω(t)

u · n,

(
=
∫

ω(t)

∇ · u
)

, volume conservation (2.1)

d
dt

∫
ω(t)

ρ = 0, mass conservation (2.2)

d
dt

∫
ω(t)

ρu = −
∫

∂ω(t)

pn,

(
= −

∫
ω(t)

∇p

)
, momentum conservation (2.3)

d
dt

∫
ω(t)

ρE = −
∫

∂ω(t)

pu · n,

(
= −

∫
ω(t)

∇ · pu
)

, total energy conservation (2.4)

where ρ is the mass density, E is the specific total energy and p = p(ρ, e) is the pressure. The specific internal
energy is given by e := E − 1

2u · u. The unitary outward normal to ∂ω is denoted by n. In the following, c will
denote the sound speed.

Finally, we introduce some notations.

• Let M be a conformal mesh of the connected set Ω at time t.

3i.e.: Lagrange plus update.
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• Let us denote by j a generic cell of M and by l a generic edge.
• We define Lj , the set of the edges l of the cell j.
• Let us define its dual: Jl the set of cells j that share l as an edge.

In the following, we will consider that any edge of M can be defined as l = Tl([0, 1]) where Tl is bijective and
sufficiently regular, Tl ∈ C1([0, 1])d for instance.

The sliding method we propose in this paper relies strongly on the formulation that was shortly presented
in [15]. For this reason, we recall here briefly its construction and its main properties.

We aim at writing a finite volume method, so we assume that in each cell j the velocity and pressure
reconstructions uj(x) and pj(x) are given at time t. Note that if x �∈ j, uj(x) = 0 and pj(x) = 0.

Let us now introduce the unknowns u�, the edge velocity, and p�
j the pressure imposed by cell j on its edges

(p�
j (x) = 0 if x �∈ ∪l∈Lj l). The structure of the continuous scheme writes

∀j,
d
dt

∫
j

1 =
∑
l∈Lj

∫
l

u� · njl,

d
dt

∫
j

ρ =0,

d
dt

∫
j

ρu = −
∑
l∈Lj

∫
l

p�
jnjl,

d
dt

∫
j

ρE = −
∑
l∈Lj

∫
l

p�
ju

� · njl. (2.5)

Our aim is to compute u� and p�
j ’s to get a spatial discretization which is conservative and entropic.

Following [12, 17, 26], for instance, a local linearization of Euler’s equations is performed by substituting
acoustic Riemann invariants (dp + ρc du · n = 0) to the real ones. This approximation is commonly used and
helpful to write entropic, continuous in time schemes.

We choose now to write the acoustic Riemann invariant at any point x of each edge l of the mesh along
njl(x), where njl(x) denotes the normal to l, outgoing from cell j:

∀j, ∀l ∈ Lj , ∀x ∈ l, p�
j (x) − pj(x) + (ρc)j (u�(x) − uj(x)) · njl(x) = 0. (2.6)

We will now write a weak form of (2.6). Let us define E := {x ∈ R
d/∃l s.t. x ∈ l} the one dimensional space

of edges points. Also, we define L2
j(E) := {φ ∈ L2(E), s.t. φ|E\∂j = 0}, the space of L2 functions on the edges

of cell j that vanishes on edges that do not belong to Lj .
We assume uj |E ∈ L2

j(E)d, pj |E ∈ L2
j(E), and p�

j ∈ L2
j(E). Also, we assume u� ∈ L2(E)d and that there exist

two strictly positive real constants m and M such that ∀j, 0 < m < (ρc)j < M .
Introducing matrices Ajl(x) := (ρc)jnjl ⊗ njl(x), which are positive and symmetric, but only of rank 1, we

can write a weak form of (2.6) as

∀j, ∀l ∈ Lj , ∀v ∈ L2(E)d,

∫
l

p�
jnjl · v +

∫
l

tvAjl u� =
∫

l

pjnjl · v +
∫

l

tvAjl uj . (2.7)

2.1. Variational problem

It is easy to check that the problem of finding (u�, (p�
j )j≥0) solution to (2.7) is under-determined: for any

function u� in (2.6), p�
j ’s are defined. Thus, we need to add equations to close the system.

It allows us to impose a conservativity constraint which will be sufficient to compute u� and p�
j ’s:

∀v ∈ L2(E)d,
∑

j

∑
l∈Lj

∫
l

p�
jnjl · v = 0. (2.8)
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Observe that (2.8) imposes weakly the equality of (p�
j )j∈Jl

along the common edges l of cells j. So, to derive
the continuous problem, it would be enough to consider only one function p� ∈ L2(E). However, distinguish-
ing (p�

j )j≥0 is necessary to obtain discrete schemes.
So, to compute grid velocity and fluxes involved in (2.5), it remains to solve problem (2.7)–(2.8). Substitut-

ing (2.7) in (2.8), one obtains the variational problem satisfied by u�

∀v ∈ L2(E)d,
∑

j

∑
l∈Lj

∫
l

tvAjl u� =
∑

j

∑
l∈Lj

∫
l

pjnjl · v +
∑

j

∑
l∈Lj

∫
l

tvAjl uj . (2.9)

This is a linear problem of the form, find u� ∈ L2(E)d, such that

∀v ∈ L2(E)d, a(u�,v) = l(v),

where l(·) is a linear continuous form on L2(E)d and a(·, ·) is a bilinear continuous and symmetric form on
L2(E)d × L2(E)d.

Remark 2.1 (uniqueness). It is easy to check that the kernel of a(·, ·) does not reduces to 0 ∈ L2(E)d. Actually,
the set of tangential velocities along edges is the kernel of a(·, ·).

The correct space to look for u� is not L2(E)d, but the space of normal velocities to the edge, N = {w ∈
L2(E)d, such that ∀l,w|l = wlnl, with wl ∈ L2(l)}. This is expected since only normal velocity contributes
to (2.5) for instance.

Since we assumed that there exists m ∈ R
+ such that ∀j, m < (ρc)j , it is easy to show that a(·, ·) is coercive

on N . So, the problem is well-posed (using Lax−Milgram’s lemma) on this functional space.
However N is more complex to approximate than L2(E)d. Thus we will continue with L2(E)d since our

purpose in this paper is to describe a slide lines method and not to deal with curved edges and non-linear
edges velocities. Also, we recall that the final discrete problem is stable, that is, it as a unique solution that
continuously depends on the data.

2.2. Properties

We now recall some properties of the abstract scheme that were established in [15].

Property 1. The scheme is conservative in volume, mass, momentum and total energy.

Property 2. The continuous in time scheme is entropic if all cell-centered data are constants in each cell ( i.e.
if no reconstruction is performed).

2.3. A P1 discretization of the continuous scheme without slide lines

In order to simplify the reading of this paper, and to fix some ideas, we will now describe a practical scheme
that fits the abstract framework we just presented. As it is often the case for Galerkin methods, we choose a
finite dimension subspace Vh ⊂ L2(E)d so that the discrete problem is: find u�

h ∈ Vh such that

∀vh ∈ Vh, a(u�
h,vh) = l(vh). (2.10)

In this paragraph, we give some details for the choice Vh := P1(E)d.
We make the common hypothesis that edges of the mesh are straight all along the simulation, so that

each conformal transformation Tl is affine. Also we want the mesh M to remain conformal. So, we choose
u�

h ∈ P1(E)d, the space of continuous piecewise affine velocities on E . Denoting F the set of degrees of freedom
(here located at the vertices of M), we recall that

P1(E) =

{
v ∈ C0(E), v =

∑
α∈F

vαwα, vα ∈ R

}
,

where wα is defined as ∀α, β ∈ F , wα(xβ) = δαβ and ∀α ∈ F , ∀l ∈ M, wα|l is affine.
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2.3.1. Analysis of the P1 discretization

As shown in Section 2.1, a(·, ·) is not coercive on L2(E)d. However its coercivity can be established on P1(E)d.
This is the aim of this paragraph.

Here and in the following, to avoid the proliferation of constants, we will use the notation x � y (resp. x � y)
to represent the inequality x ≤ Cy (resp. x ≥ cy, with C, c > 0 independent of the mesh size. Writing x � y
will signify that there exists two constants C > c > 0 such that cx ≤ y ≤ Cx. Writing x � 1 (respectively x � 1
and x � 1) will signify the existence of positive constants such that x ≥ c (resp. x ≤ C and c ≤ x ≤ C).

We recall that F denotes the set of degrees of freedom of the space P1(E), which can be identified with
the set of vertices of E . For all elements α of F we denote by xα = (xα,1, xα,2) the vector of coordinates of the
corresponding vertex. For all α ∈ F we denote by Lα the set of edges that share xα as a vertex. We make the
following assumptions on the mesh: there exist two angles 0 < ϑ̌ < ϑ̂ < π such that for all α ∈ F there exist two
edges l1, l2 ∈ Lα such that the angle ϑ(l1, l2) verifies ϑ̌ ≤ ϑ(l1, l2) ≤ ϑ̂. Moreover there exists a constant τ such
that for any l1, l2 ∈ Lα we have hl1/hl2 < τ . This last assumption allows us to define a mesh-size parameter hα

associated with a vertex, defined, for instance as hα = minl∈Lα hl.
Letting ‖·‖0,E = (

∫
E | · |2)

1
2 denote the norm of L2(E)d for both d = 1, 2, | · | denoting respectively the absolute

value and the euclidian norm, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. There exist a constant σ, depending on ϑ̌ and ϑ̂ as well as on ρc, such that for all uh ∈ P1(E)d,
it holds

a(uh,uh) ≥ σ‖uh‖2
0,E .

Proof. Let uh = (u1
h, u2

h) ∈ P1(E)d. For each l ∈ L = ∪jLj let nl = (n1
l , n

2
l ) be a unit normal, pointing in one

of the two possible directions. By the definition of a, we have

a(uh,uh) ≥ 2m
∑
l∈L

∫
l

|uh · nl|2,

where we recall that ∀j, 0 < m < (ρc)j .
Since uh ∈ P1(E)d, the function uh · nl is linear on l. By standard results on linear functions, letting αl

1 and
αl

2 denote the degrees of freedom corresponding to the two vertices of l, we have∫
l

|uh · nl|2 ≥ Chl(|uh(xαl
1
) · nl|2 + |uh(xαl

2
) · nl|2).

Then we clearly have
a(uh,uh) �

∑
α∈F

∑
l∈Lα

hl(|uh(xαl
1
) · nl|2 + |uh(xαl

2
) · nl|2). (2.11)

Let us then concentrate on one degree of freedom α. Letting l1, l2 ∈ Lα be the two edges given by the assumption
on the mesh and nl1 = (n1

l1
, n2

l1
) and nl2 = (n1

l2
, n2

l2
) the corresponding normals, we have that uh(xα) =

(u1
h(xα), u2

h(xα)) verifies (
n1

l1
n2

l1
n1

l2
n2

l2

)(
u1

h(xα)
u2

h(xα)

)
=
(

uh(xα) · nl1

uh(xα) · nl2

)
.

Observing that the determinant of the matrix on the left hand side is n1
l1

n2
l2
− n2

l1
n2

l2
= sin(ϑ(l1, l2)), it is easy

to conclude that |u1
h(xα)|2 + |u2

h(xα)|2 �
∑

l∈Lα
(|uh(xαl

1
) · nl|2 + |uh(xαl

2
) · nl|2).

Recalling that for any l1, l2 ∈ Lα the ratio between the lengths of l1 and l2 is bounded by a constant τ we
immediately get that for any l ∈ Lα

hα|uh(xα)|2 �
∑
l∈Lα

hl

(
|uh(xαl

1
) · nl|2 + |uh(xαl

2
) · nl|2

)
. (2.12)
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We now use once again the linearity of u1
h and u2

h. This allows us to write

‖uh‖2
0,E =

∑
l∈L

‖u‖2
0,l �

∑
l∈L

hl(|uh(xαl
1
)|2 + |uh(xαl

2
)|2) �

∑
α∈F

hα|uh(xα)|2. (2.13)

In view of (2.11), combining (2.12) and (2.13) yields the thesis. �

Proposition 2.3. The problem (2.10) has a unique solution in Vh = P1(E)d.

Proof. According to Lemma 2.2, for any valid mesh a(·, ·) is coercive on Vh. Thus, all hypothesis of
Lax−Milgram’s lemma are satisfied in this approximation space. �

2.3.2. Properties of the P1 scheme

Property 3. The discrete scheme is conservative in volume, mass, momentum and total energy. Moreover, the
semi-discrete continuous in time scheme is entropic for piecewise constant data in cells.

Proof. Since Vh is a conformal subspace of L2(E)d, properties 1 and 2 hold. �

Finally, we precise the form of the obtained linear system that one has to solve to compute the grid velocity.
Standard calculations for Galerkin-like methods allow us to rewrite the problem (2.10) as

∀α ∈ F ,
∑
β∈F

⎛
⎝∑

j

∑
l∈Lj

Ajl

∫
l

wαwβ

⎞
⎠uβ =

∑
j

∑
l∈Lj

pjnjl

∫
l

wα +
∑

j

∑
l∈Lj

Ajl uj

∫
l

wα,

where
∫

l
wα = 1l(xα) |l|2 ,

∫
l
wαwβ = 1l(xα)1l(xβ)

(
|l|
3 δα,β + |l|

6 (1 − δα,β)
)

and 1l is the indicator function of
edge l. One observes that the global matrix associated with this linear system is not d × d-bloc diagonal as it
is the case in [17] or [26] because of

∫
l
wαwβ terms. However it is sparse, symmetric and positive definite and

should have good condition number since it is some kind of L2-projection matrix.
Observe that approaching

∫
l wαwβ ≈ 1l(xα) |l|

2 δα,β – trapezoid formula –, one retrieves the Eucclhyd’s
scheme [26]. It is also possible to recover Glace [17] scheme using a P0 approximation on the edges dual-mesh
(velocity is chosen constant on the set of half-edges connected to each vertex).

3. Continuous scheme with slide lines

In this paragraph, we will establish a slide lines framework for cell-centered semi-Lagrangian hydro-schemes.
To do so, we will proceed formally, not taking care of the well-posedness of the abstract problems that we will
introduce. We recall that our objective is to deal only with polygonal cells, but the abstract framework we will
establish is a powerful tool for the understanding of the method as well as to derive new schemes.

In what follows, we restrict ourselves to the problem of two fluids sliding along each other. This simplifies
notations without any a priori loss of generality. Let i ∈ {1, 2} denote the domain number. A conformal mesh
Mi is associated to each domain Ωi. Let Γ denote the slide line and let Γi be the set of edges of Ei sliding on Γ .
Let us define

◦
E i= Ei \ Γi the set of edges point that does not belong to the sliding interface – see Figure 1.

To model perfect sliding, one requires u� · n to be continuous across Γ . Denoting by u�
i the grid velocity of

domain i, a weak formulation of the constraint reads

∀μ ∈ L2(Γ ),
∫

Γ

(u�
1 − u�

2) · nμ = 0.

This is a classical formulation that is clearly linked to [3,5,9], which studied numerical methods to ensure weak
continuity of quantities for non-matching grids in the context of domain decomposition methods.
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Γ

E1

E2

Γ1

Γ2

◦
E1

◦
E2

Figure 1. Configuration at slide line: straight edges example.

Denoting n, the continuous unit normal to Γ , let us now introduce the constrained velocity space

C :=
{

(v1,v2) ∈ L2(E1)d × L2(E2)d, such that , ∀μ ∈ L2(Γ ),
∫

Γ

(v1 − v2) · nμ = 0
}

.

C is the space of admissible sliding grid velocities. To compute grids velocities in a similar way as presented
in Section 2, we have to precise conservation constraints and choices for acoustic Riemann invariant directions
at the interface Γ .

3.1. The choice of the normals

When dealing with polygonal meshes, the geometry of the sliding interface is not defined precisely: geometries
of Γ and Γi’s may differ – see Figure 1 for instance.

This has many issues that will be discussed in this paper. An important one is its direct impact on the
conservation constraint equations. In few words: it is necessary to consider the same normal for both domains
at the interface for fluxes computation.

Building this method, it seems necessary to consider a common normal for flux calculation to achieve con-
servation of momentum. The choice we made is to consider the normal to the interface Γ .

In the following, we will consider the normal to Γ , normals to Γ1 and Γ2 will be useless for interface fluxes
calculation. Let us define nil, the unit normal to Γ , viewed by the edge l ⊂ Γi and outgoing from Ωi. Observe
that in the general case, nil is not normal to l.

3.2. Scheme structure

Since the edges treatment changes at the interface, we precise the differences in the scheme structure with
regard to the non-sliding case (2.5). Indeed, one has to be careful on the treatment of Γi’s edges. We obtain the
following scheme structure:

∀i, ∀j ∈ Mi,
d
dt

∫
j

1 =
∑
l∈Lj

∫
l

u�
i · njl, (3.1)

d
dt

∫
j

ρ = 0, (3.2)

d
dt

∫
j

ρu = −
∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
jnjl −

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
jnil, (3.3)

d
dt

∫
j

ρE = −
∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
ju

�
i · njl −

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
ju

�
i · nil. (3.4)
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One notes in (3.3) and (3.4) the difference of edge treatments according to their nature (interface or inner edge).
Also, since u�

i is the velocity of the edges of the mesh Mi, volume variation is given exactly by (3.1). If one
desires to update volume according to fluxes, one could alternatively use the same kind of flux decomposition
as (3.3) or (3.4).

3.3. Conservation constraint

Conservation constraint for the sliding problem reads

∀(v1,v2) ∈ C,
∑

i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
jvi · njl +

∑
i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
jvi · nil = 0. (3.5)

The first term of the sum traduces the conservation for inner edges of each mesh while the second term applies
for the exchanges between both domains.

One notices that again, relation (3.5) imposes the weak equality of pressures (p�
j ’s) along the inner edges and

along the slide line. However, as it was the case for the non-sliding case, this artificial distinction is useful to
establish discrete schemes.

3.4. Acoustic Riemann invariant relations

We must now precise the relations linking cell-centered quantities and edge values. Again, we use the acoustic
Riemann invariant relations since it is a simple way to build entropic scheme in their continuous in time form.

We distinguish two cases: internal edges and interface edges. For internal edges, we write: ∀i, ∀j ∈ Mi, ∀l ∈
Lj such that l �⊂ Γi, ∀vj ∈ L2(l)d,∫

l

p�
jvi · njl +

∫
l

tvi Ajl u�
i =

∫
l

pjvi · njl +
∫

l

tvi Ajl uj , (3.6)

where Ajl = (ρc)jnjl⊗njl. And for interface edges, we have the slightly different expression due to the particular
normal choice: nil. ∀i, ∀j ∈ Mi, ∀l ∈ Lj such that l ⊂ Γi, ∀vj ∈ L2(l)d,∫

l

p�
jvi · nil +

∫
l

tvi Ail u�
i =

∫
l

pjvi · nil +
∫

l

tvi Ail uj , (3.7)

where Ail = (ρc)jnil ⊗ nil, the cell j satisfies l = ∂j ∩ Γi.

3.5. Constrained problem

It is now sufficient to inject (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.5) to obtain the grid velocity problem: find (u�
1,u

�
2) ∈ C

such that ∀(v1,v2) ∈ C,

∑
i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

tvi Ajl u�
i +

∑
i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

tvi Ail u�
i =

∑
i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

(∫
l

pjvi · njl +
∫

l

tvi Ajl uj

)
(3.8)

+
∑

i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

(∫
l

pjvi · nil +
∫

l

tvi Ail uj

)
. (3.9)

This problem in the constrained space has the canonical form, find (u�
1,u

�
2) ∈ C, such that

∀(v1,v2) ∈ C,
∑

i

ai(u�
i ,vi) =

∑
i

li(vi), (3.10)

where the forms ai are bilinear and continuous and li are linear and continuous.
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3.6. Saddle point problem

Let λ ∈ L2(Γ ) a Lagrange multiplier. Let V := L2(E1)d × L2(E2)d × L2(Γ ). The problem, find (u�
1,u

�
2) ∈ C

solution of (3.10) is equivalent to find (u�
1,u

�
2, λ) ∈ V solution of

∀(v1,v2, μ) ∈ V ,
∑

i

ai(u�
i ,vi) +

∑
i

bi(vi, λ) =
∑

i

li(vi)

and
∑

i

bi(u�
i , μ) = 0, (3.11)

where the continuous bilinear form bi is defined as

bi : L2(Ei)d × L2(Γ ) �→ R,

(v, μ) → bi(v, μ) :=
∑

j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

v · nil μ. (3.12)

Remark 3.1 (λ interpretation). Observe that, in (3.11), λ plays the role of an external mean pressure imposed
by each domain on the other.

Remark 3.2. Similarly to the non-sliding case, ai forms are not coercive on L2(Ei)d. The set of tangential
velocities along the edges is ai’s kernel. However, choosing V := N1 × N2 × L2(Γ ), where Ni are defined
following Remark 2.1, one can easily show that (3.11) as a unique solution (u�

1,u
�
2, λ) ∈ V . Also, (u�

1,u
�
2) is the

unique solution of (3.10) in C := {(v1,v2) ∈ N1 ×N2, such that , ∀μ ∈ L2(Γ ),
∫

Γ (v1 − v2) · nμ = 0}.

3.7. Properties and remark

We now establish some properties of the continuous sliding method that will remain true at the discrete level.
Also, we make some remarks on the lack of entropy production of the method at the sliding interface.

3.7.1. Conservation properties

We focus now on the conservation properties of the scheme (3.1)–(3.4) and (3.11).

Property 4. The scheme (3.1)–(3.4) and (3.11) is conservative in mass, momentum and total energy.

Proof. One proceeds the same way as for the case without slide lines (see Sect. 2.2).

• Mass: fluxes are null by construction.
• Momentum: one writes the sum of momentum variations

∑
i

∑
j∈Mi

d
dt

∫
j

ρu = −
∑

i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
jnjl −

∑
i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

∫
l

p�
jnil.

This sum is null since one can choose vi = ek, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , d}, in (3.5).
• Total energy: the variation is given by

∑
i

∑
j∈Mi

d
dt

∫
j

ρE = −
∑

i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
ju

�
i · njl −

∑
i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
ju

�
i · nil.

This is obviously 0 since one can choose (v1,v2) = (u�
1,u

�
2) in (3.5). �
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Remark 3.3 (Volume conservation). Summing upon all cells of all meshes the volume variation (3.1), elemen-
tary calculations lead to

∑
i

∑
j∈Mi

d
dt

∫
j

1 =
∑

i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

u�
i · njl =

∑
i

∑
j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

u�
i · (njl − nil),

later term being obtained by choosing μ = 1 in the second equation of (3.11). This shows as expected that the
volume conservation error is located in the sliding interface and is strongly related to njl − nil.

3.7.2. Galilean invariance

Let us now focus on this property, since it might not appear obvious that it is satisfied by the proposed
sliding method.

Property 5. The slide line method (3.1)–(3.4) and (3.11) is Galilean invariant.

Proof. Let uG ∈ R
d, let (u�

1,u
�
2) ∈ C be solution of (3.10). Then (u�

1 + uG ,u�
2 + uG) ∈ C is solution of (3.10)

when replacing all uj in li by uj +uG thanks to the linearity of the operators. Obviously, p�
j ’s remain unchanged

due to (3.6) and (3.7).
So, the obtained momentum is the same in both frames. Also, total energy variation is changed by the

expected inertial term

uG ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎝−

∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
jnjl −

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

p�
jnil

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

The proof is ended by noticing that since the meshes are displaced at velocities u�
i and u�

i +uG and since uG
is constant, volumes remain the same in both case. The method being Lagrangian (Mj is constant), densities
in both calculation are identical. �

3.7.3. Entropy production

Actually, we cannot prove that the continuous in time scheme is entropic but we establish a local geometric-
related indicator. Integrating the Gibbs’s formula (TdS = pdτ + de) in the generic cell j of mesh Mi, one
has

VjρjTj
d
dt

Sj =
d
dt

∫
j

ρjEj − uj · d
dt

∫
j

ρjuj + pj
d
dt

∫
j

1.

Using (3.1)–(3.4) and the fact that uj and pj are constant on l, one can write after simple calculations

VjρjTj
d
dt

Sj =
∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

(
p�

jl(uj − u�
i ) · njl + pju�

i · njl

)
+
∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

(
p�

jl(uj − u�
i ) · nil + pju�

i · njl

)
.

Now, choosing vi = uj − u�
i in (3.6) and (3.7), we obtain after some rearrangements

VjρjTj
d
dt

Sj =
∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

t(uj − u�
i )Ajl(uj − u�

i ) +
∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

t(uj − u�
i )Ail(uj − u�

i )

+
∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

pj(uj − u�
i ) · (nil − njl).
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Since Ajl and Ail are positive matrices, the first two terms of the sum are positive∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

t(uj − u�
i )Ajl(uj − u�

i ) +
∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

t(uj − u�
i )Ail(uj − u�

i ) ≥ 0.

An immediate consequence is that if the cell j has no edge carried by Γi then the scheme is entropic, since
Lj ∩ Γi = ∅.

However if the cell touches the boundary, one gets the following necessary condition for local entropy pro-
duction

pj

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

(u�
i − uj) · (nil − njl) ≤

∑
l∈Lj

l �⊂Γi

∫
l

t(uj − u�
i )Ajl(uj − u�

i ) +
∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

∫
l

t(uj − u�
i )Ail(uj − u�

i ).

Performing this analysis, we stated that the scheme is entropic for the whole set of cells but the ones connected
to Γi’s. So, denoting by h the mesh size the volume where entropy production might not be positive is O(h).
So, one can hope that it converges to the physical solution as long as a whole shock does not remain located
at the sliding interface. However, this lack of entropy can be disastrous with regard to the method stability. To
address this problem, we will use subzone entropy stabilization [16].

4. Saddle point problem discretization

As it was done for the non-sliding case, we use a conformal approximation subspace of finite dimension
of V = L2(E1)d × L2(E2)d × L2(Γ ), in order to preserve scheme properties.

The first step in the discretization process consists in assuming that edges of the meshes Mi are and remain
straight all along the calculation. This naturally leads to discretize the grid velocity as edge supported P1(Ei)d

finite elements. This ensures continuity of each grid’s displacement and edge velocities are affine.
The second step is the discretization of λ. We choose to impose two constraints. First, we assume that the

interface between the two sliding fluids is continuous and piecewise linear. This implies that we have to deal
with an additional 1d-mesh. Second, since λ can be reinterpreted as the mean pressure imposed by one domain
on the other, no special regularity is expected at this point. This is why we take P0(Γ ) as the discretization
space for the interface multiplier.

Finally, we have chosen Vh := P1(E1)d × P1(E2)d × P0(Γ ) as a conformal approximation subspace of finite
dimension of V .

Remark 4.1 (Geometric approximation). Polygonal meshes description, for both fluids and the interface Γ
lead to a second-order geometric error. Parabolic edges could lead to a third-order geometric error, but this is
beyond the scope of this paper.

Property 6. All the properties established in 3.7 remain true in Vh.

Proof. Vh ⊂ V . �

The discrete problem for the velocity calculation simply writes: find (u�
1h,u�

2h, λh) ∈ Vh such that

∀(v1h,v2h, μh) ∈ Vh,
∑

i

ai(u�
i h,vih) +

∑
i

bi(vih, λh) =
∑

i

li(vih)

and
∑

i

bi(u�
i h, μh) = 0. (4.1)

We now present the details of the calculation of the terms of the variational formula.
Contributions of non-sliding edges for P1 finite element approximations of ai and li have already been studied

in Section 2.3. So, we only focus on the contributions, to ai(·, ·) and li(·), of hat-functions whose support
intersect Γi. Also we examine bi(·, ·)’s expression for functions of P1(Ei)d × P0(Γ ).
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wβΓ
wβΓ wαi

wαi

Figure 2. Left: In green we represent the support of the function wαi , the edge l ∈ Γi, in red,
the support of the function wβΓ . Right: We represent how the support of wαi is viewed by the
method. In blue the intersection of the two basis functions’ support.

4.1. Slide line contributions

Denoting by Fi the set of degrees of freedom of P1(Ei), we recall that

∀vih ∈ P1(Ei)d, vih =
∑

αi∈Fi

vαiwαi , with vαi ∈ R
d,

where wαi is the continuous piecewise affine hat-function on Ei such that wαi(xβi) = δαi,βi (wαi being affine on
any edge l of Ei). Also, let FΓ be the set of degrees of freedom of P0(Γ ). One has

∀μh ∈ P0(Γ ), μh =
∑

αΓ ∈FΓ

μαΓ wαΓ , with μαΓ ∈ R,

where denoting lβΓ a generic edge of Γ , one has wαΓ := 1lαΓ
.

We first consider the form bi(·, ·) which contains all the difficulties.

∀(vih, μh) ∈ C, bi(vih, μh) =
∑

αi∈Fi

∑
βΓ∈FΓ

∑
0≤p≤d

μβΓ bi(wαiep, wβΓ ) (vαi)p.

So, the study of the slide line constraint is equivalent in studying the term bi(wαiep, wβΓ ).
For convenience, we denote by Lαi the set of edges in Γi that contains the vertex xαi . Using this notation,

and the fact that only one cell j is connected to l, one has

bi(wαiep, wβΓ ) =
∑

l∈Lαi

∫
l

wαiep · nil wβΓ .

Now, we have to precise some notations that we intentionally kept vague, since its rigorous definition would
have complexified the presentation. Actually, wαi and wβΓ may not live at the same location. So, in order to
precise the integral’s meaning, we introduce the twisted edge l̂ (green line on the right hand side of Fig. 2) and
we denote by T̂ the continuous piecewise affine transformation of l to l̂. We set

bi(wαiep, wβΓ ) =
∑

l∈Lαi

∫
l̂=T̂ (l)

wαi ◦ T̂−1 ep · nil wβΓ .

Since the choice of a P0 discretization implies wβΓ ≡ 1lβΓ
, and since nil is constant on lβΓ , one finally has

bi(wαiep, wβΓ ) =
∑

l∈Lαi

ep · nil(lβΓ)
∫

l̂∩lβΓ

wαi ◦ T̂−1 .
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Performing the same analysis, ∀αi, βi ∈ Fi such that xαi ,xβi
∈ Γi, one has for 1 ≤ p, q ≤ d

ai(wβieq, wαiep) =
∑

l∈Lαi
∩Lβi

∑
lΓ ⊂Γ

teqAilep

∫
l̂∩lΓ

wαi ◦ T̂−1 wβi ◦ T̂−1,

since Ail is constant on lΓ . Also, ∀αi ∈ Fi such that xαi ∈ Γi, if we denote by

lΓi (v) :=
∑

j∈Mi

∑
l∈Lj

l⊂Γi

(∫
l

tv Ail uj +
∫

l

pjv · nil

)
,

the slide line contribution to li(v), one gets for all 1 ≤ p ≤ d

lΓi (wαi) =
∑

l∈Lαi

∑
lΓ ⊂Γ

(
tep (Ailuj + pjnil)

∫
l̂∩lΓ

wαi ◦ T̂−1

)
,

if we assumed that uj and pj are constant on l, which is the case for first-order approximation. For higher-order
schemes one must obviously integrate uj(x) and pj(x) along l. At the end, the P1 − P0 discretization only
requires the calculation of ∫

l̂∩lΓ

wαi ◦ T̂−1 and
∫

l̂∩lΓ

wαi ◦ T̂−1 wβi ◦ T̂−1,

which can be computed exactly since functions are affine on the integration domain.

4.2. Analysis of the discrete saddle point problem

We start by observing that for i = 1, 2 the bilinear forms ai are coercive, with respect to the L2(Ei) norm, on
the discrete space P1(Ei)d, the proof being the same as for Lemma 2.2. In order to analyze the discrete saddle
point problem we then only need to prove a suitable inf-sup condition (see [8]). In order to do so we make a
further (quite reasonable) assumption on Γi. If l1 and l2 are two edges of Γi sharing a vertex, then the angle
ϑ(l1, l2) between the two is bounded away from 0 and 2π. Combining together the local affine tranformations
T̂ : l → l̂ defined on each edge of Γi, introduced in Section 4.1, we obtain two global continuous piecewise affine
transformations T̂i : Γi → Γ . We let P1i(Γ ) = P1(Ei)|Γi ◦ T̂−1

i denote the P1 discretization on Γ induced by the
discretization Γi through the tranformation T̂i. We recall that the following property holds (see [1]): if the two
discretizations P0(Γ ) and P1i(Γ ) are quasi-uniform, then there exists a constant γ such that if the mesh-size hΓ

of P0(Γ ) and hi of P1i(Γ ) verify hi/hΓ ≤ γ, then the following inf-sup condition holds:

inf
λh∈P0(Γ )

sup
ξh∈P1i(Γ )

∫
Γ

λhξh

‖λh‖0,Γ ‖ξh‖0,Γ
� 1. (4.2)

It is also possible to prove that a local version of this result holds. More precisely, letting LΓi and LΓ denote
respectively the set of edges/elements of Γi and Γ , if for all edge l ∈ LΓi we denote by l̂ = T̂i(l) its image on Γ ,
we have the following result.

Lemma 4.2. There exists γ > 0 such that if for each edge l ∈ LΓi and l̃ ∈ LΓ such that l̂ ∩ l̃ �= ∅ we have
hl̂/hl̃ < γ then (4.2) holds.

Proof. For each l̃ = (al̃, bl̃) element of Γ let x̂0(l̃) < x̂1(l̃) be two points defined as

x̂0(l̃) = T̂i

(
min

l=(a,b)∈LΓi
:l̂⊆l̃

a

)
, x̂1(l̃) = T̂i

(
max

l=(a,b)∈LΓi
:l̂⊆l̃

b

)
.
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l̃

l

l̂

x̂0(l̃) x̂1(l̃)ŷ(l̃)
Γ

Γi

Figure 3. Representation of the notations used in Lemma 4.2, on a straight line.

By a simple geometric argument it is not difficult to see that if γ is small enough such two points exist and they
verify |x̂1(l̃) − x̂0(l̃)| � hl̃. Moreover, once again if γ is small enough, there exists at least a further vertex ŷ(l̃)
of the grid L̂Γi = T (LΓi) verifying x̂0(l̃) < ŷ(l̃) < x̂1(l̃). This configuration is depicted in Figure 3 for straight
interfaces.

Let now λh ∈ P0(Γ ) be a piecewise constant function assuming the value λl̃ in l̃. Let ξ̂h ∈ P1i(Γ ) be defined
as follows: for all l̃ ∈ LΓ ξ̂h is linear in (x̂0(l̃), ŷ(l̃)) and in (ŷ(l̃), x̂1(l̃)), it assumes the values 0, λl̃ and 0 in x̂0(l̃),
ŷ(l̃) and x̂1(l̃) respectively, and it vanishes outside (x̂0(l̃), x̂1(l̃)). It is immediate to check, by direct calculation,
that ‖ξ̂h‖2

0,l̃
� hl̃|λl̃|2 � ‖λh‖2

0,l̃
and then ‖ξh‖0,Γ � ‖λh‖0,Γ . It is also easy to check, once again by direct

calculation, that
∫

l̃
λhξ̂h � hl̃|λl̃|2 and then

∫
Γ

λhξ̂h � ‖λh‖2
0,Γ . Then we have

sup
ξh∈P1i(Γ )

∫
Γ

λhξh

‖λh‖0,Γ ‖ξh‖0,Γ
≥

∫
Γ

λhξ̂h

‖λh‖0,Γ ‖ξ̂h‖0,Γ

� 1.

The thesis follows thanks to the arbitrariness of λh. �

Lemma 4.2 implies that, provided the discretization P1i(Γ ) is sufficiently finer than P0(Γ ), an inf-sup condition
holds for our problem thanks to the following proposition.

Proposition 4.3. Assume that

inf
λh∈P0(Γ )

sup
ξh∈P1i(Γ )

∫
Γ

λhξh

‖λh‖0,Γ ‖ξh‖0,Γ
� 1. (4.3)

Then it holds that

inf
λh∈P0(Γ )

sup
vih∈P1(Ei)d

bi(vih, λh)
‖vih‖0,Ei‖λh‖0,Γ

� 1. (4.4)

Proof. Let λh ∈ P0(Γ ) and let ξh ∈ P1i(Γ ) such that∫
Γ

λhξh

‖ξh‖0,Γ
� ‖λh‖0,Γ .

Let vih be defined as follows. For all xα vertex of Γi we let n+
α and n−

α denote the two normals to the two
edges of Γi that share xα as a vertex. Two cases can occur: n+

α = n−
α = nα or not. In the first case we set

vih(xα) = ξh(T (xα))nα. In the second case the two conditions

vih(xα) · n+
α = ξh(T (xα)), vih(xα) · n−

α = ξh(T (xα)),

uniquely determine vih(xα). We complete the definition of vih by setting it equals to 0 at all interior nodes
of Ei. It is not difficult to realize that ‖vih‖0,Ei � ‖ξh ◦ T ‖0,Γi � ‖ξh‖0,Γ . Then we can write

bi(vih, λh)
‖vih‖0,Ei

=

∫
Γ

λh[vih · ni] ◦ T−1
i

‖vih‖0,Ei

=

∫
Γ

λhξh

‖ξh‖0,Γ
� ‖λh‖0,Γ .
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Then, for all λh ∈ P0(Γ ), supvih∈P1(Ei)d
bi(vih,λh)

‖vih‖0,Ei
‖λh‖0,Γ

� 1, which, thanks to the arbitrariness of λh ∈ P0(Γ )
implies the thesis. �

Remark 4.4. Proposition 4.3 states that in order to verify the inf-sup condition (4.4) it is sufficient that P1i(Γ )
and P0(Γ ) satisfy the inf-sup condition (4.3). It is well known that if the mesh for P1i(Γ ) is coarser than the
mesh for P0(Γ ), or if the two meshes coincide, than (4.2) does not hold. If we want(4.3) to hold, for two meshes
with the same meshsize, we need to choose the mesh for P0(Γ ) as the dual mesh of P1i(Γ ), see [30].

Proposition 4.5. If (4.3) holds for either i = 1 or i = 2 then

inf
λh∈P0(Γ )

sup
(u1h,u1h)∈P1(E1)d×P1(E2)d

∑
i bi(vih, λh)∑

i ‖vih‖0,Ei‖λh‖0,Γ
� 1. (4.5)

Proof. To fix the ideas, let (4.3) hold for i = 1. We have

inf
λh∈P0(Γ )

sup
(u1h,u1h)∈P1(E1)d×P1(E2)d

∑
i bi(vih, λh)

(‖v1h‖0,E1 + ‖v2h‖0,E2)‖λh‖0,Γ

≥ inf
λh∈P0(Γ )

sup
u1h∈P1(E1)d

b1(v1h, λh)
(‖v1h‖0,E1 + ‖0‖0,E2)‖λh‖0,Γ

� 1.

which we obtained by bounding the supremum over P1(E1)d × P1(E2)d with the supremum over the subspace
P1(E1)d × {0}. �

Remark 4.6. Lemma 4.2 requires the mesh size of Γi to be fine enough that the image through the mapping
T̂i of at least two elements of the mesh of Γi is included in each element of the mesh of Γ . From the practical
point of view it appears, as it is often the case with this kind of results, that this requirement is too strong,
and, in the construction of the mesh for Γ , we will only only make sure that it is strictly coarser than the image
through T̂i of one of the Γi’s.

Theorem 4.7. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.5, the discrete saddle point problem (4.1) admits a
unique solution (u�

1h,u�
2h, λh) which verifies

‖u�
1h‖0,E1 + ‖u�

2h‖0,E2 + ‖λh‖0,Γ �
∑

i

‖li‖L2(Ei)′ . (4.6)

Moreover the following error bound hold:∑
i

‖u�
i · nEi − u�

ih · nEi‖L2(Ei) �
∑

i

inf
vih∈P1(Ei)

‖u�
Ei

· ni − v�
ih · nEi‖L2(Ei) + inf

μh∈P0(Γ )
‖λ − μh‖L2(Γ ). (4.7)

where u�
i · nEi , i = 1, 2 and λ are the (uniquely determined) normal components to the grid of velocity and

multiplier respectively, of any of the solutions of the continuous saddle point problem.

Proof. The existence, uniqueness and stability estimate for the discrete solution are obtained by standard
techniques as a consequence of coercivity and of the validity of the inf-sup condition. As far as the error
estimate is concerned we observe that, letting

kerBh =

{
(v1h,v2h) :

∑
i

bi(vih, μh) = 0, ∀μh ∈ P0(Γ )

}
⊂ P1(E1)d × P1(E2)d,

by proceeding exactely as in the proof of (Prop. 2.4 in [8]), it is easy to prove that∑
i

‖u�
i · nEi − u�

ih · nEi‖L2(Ei) � inf
(v1h,v1h)∈kerBh

∑
i

‖u�
i · nEi − v�

ih · nEi‖L2(Ei) + inf
μh∈P0(Γ )

‖λ − μh‖L2(Γ ).
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It remains to prove that

inf
(v1h,v1h)∈ker Bh

∑
i

‖u�
i · nEi − v�

ih · nEi‖L2(Ei) �
∑

i

inf
vih∈P1(Ei)d

‖u�
i · nEi − v�

ih · nEi‖L2(Ei).

Thanks to the inf-sup condition this can also be proven by proceeding as in the proof of (Prop. 2.5 in [8]). �

Remark 4.8. Coherently with Remark 3.2, the Theorem 4.7 only deals with the error on the normal compo-
nents of the velocity.

Remark 4.9. The inequality (4.6) of Theorem 4.7 states the stability of the method at each time step. Also,
inequelity (4.7) demonstrates the optimality of the solution for a given mesh. These results make us confident
in the quality of this sliding method.

4.3. Linear system and quadrature choices

The grid velocity U =
(
U1
U2

)
is solution of the linear system

⎛
⎝A1 0 tB1

0 A2
tB2

B1 B2 0

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝U1

U2

Λ

⎞
⎠ =

⎛
⎝L1

L2

0

⎞
⎠, (4.8)

where the sub-vectors are defined as Ui := (u�
αi

)αi∈Fi and Λ := (λαΓ )αΓ ∈FΓ .
The matrices Ai are sparse since direct interactions only occur between nodes connected by one edge. The

matrices Bi are also sparse since λ’s interactions with u�
i h are local.

Observe that the matrix is symmetric (since Ai are symmetric), but it is not positive, as usual when dealing
with constrained linear problems in saddle point form. Many methods can be chosen to compute the solution
of (4.8).

Uzawa’s algorithm or its improvements (see [21] for instance) is a good candidate to solve the problem.
However, it is important to emphasize that all the conservation properties of the scheme are obtained if and
only if the system is solved exactly! Simple Uzawa strategies may converge very slowly since they are very
sensitive to the condition number of the matrix BA−1 tB.

Our aim is not to find the more efficient way to solve (4.8), but we want to compute the solution up to the
machine precision to illustrate the good properties of the method. So we used a direct solver for the saddle-point
problem: SuperLU [25].

Remark 4.10. Observe that the use of a direct solver is not an issue. As discussed bellow, in practice one can
reduce the linear system to local problems for interior nodes and a linear system coupling nodes of the slide
lines. The linear system is small since one reduces its dimension to a 1D problem and so its resolution is cheap.

In order to show the flexibility of the method, we want to emphasize that one does not require to replace
his whole favorite cell-centred hydro-scheme (Glace [17] or Eucclhyd [26]) and does not need to solve the fully
coupled velocity system for slide lines calculations.

As precised in Section 2.3, one can change locally the quadrature formulae without any loss of the properties
as long as this local quadrature formula is used at every step of the method. For the numerical tests that are
presented in this paper we did the following choice.

• Integrals on Γ (or Γi’s) are computed exactly.

• Integrals on
◦
E i= Ei \ Γi are computed using trapezoid formula approximation.

Doing so, the linear system recasts to

D◦
Ei

U◦
Ei

= L◦
Ei

, (4.9)
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Γi

Figure 4. Example of solver placement for the domain Ωi. In red: the continuous scheme
on the slide line with exact integration which contributes to (4.10). In blue: Eucclhyd scheme
contribution to the linear system (4.10) arising using trapezoid formula. In green: classic nodal-
solver, Glace or Eucclhyd for instance.

for the inner degrees of freedom of domain i, and⎛
⎝AΓ1 0 tBΓ1

0 AΓ2
tBΓ2

BΓ1 BΓ2 0

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝UΓ1

UΓ2

Λ

⎞
⎠ =

⎛
⎝LΓ1

LΓ2

0

⎞
⎠ , (4.10)

for the interface (coupled) degrees of freedom, which is much smaller than (4.8).
Also, as shown at the end of Section 2.3, the nodal-solver corresponding to (4.9) is Eucclhyd. Since D◦

Ei

is d × d-bloc diagonal, the problem is local at each node. One can eventually replace these local Eucclhyd
nodal-solvers by Glace for instance. The chosen strategy is illustrated by Figure 4.

4.4. An interface meshing strategy

We now describe the simple method we used to mesh Γ . Basically, the approach consists in two main steps.

• First, we compute a geometric mesh. It consists in computing a coarse grid for which normal changes occur
rarely with regard to the fluids meshes. This allows a fine and oscillatory mesh to slide allong a coarse one.

• The second step consists in refining the geometrical mesh enough to get local precision (λ acting locally as
the pressure imposed by one fluid on the other, mesh must be fine enough to avoid interpenetration), but
still fulfilling Theorem 4.7’s hypothesis to preserve stability.

4.4.1. Proposed algorithm

(1) The idea is to browse both Γi’s at once in order to determine the geometrical (normal) changes.
(a) The vertices of the Γi’s are sorted using their curvilinear distance to the starting point.
(b) One browses entirely the longest of the current edges of the Γi’s. A position corresponding to the

extremity of this edge is determined on the other boundary. Then one chooses as a next geometric
vertex, the middle of the next longest edge on the Γi’s. One repeats this step until the whole interface
has been browsed. Figure 5a illustrates the procedure.

(2) The three interfaces are browsed at once. While browsing one edge eΓ of Γ , if we cross more than two edges
of Γi then eΓ is divided by adding a vertex which corresponds to the middle of the following edge of Γi, see
Figure 5b.

Let us emphasis that for Lagrangian calculations, one has no direct control on Γi’s evolution. These are driven
by the fluids motion while they slide along Γ . Practically, it appeared that step (4.4.1) of the algorithm, which
reconstructs in some way the geometry of the sliding interface, is critical with regard to the quality of the
calculation. This reconstruction step has been established empirically and could be largely improved.

In the following section, we propose a simple ALE which allows more control on Γi’s evolution.
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(a) Geometrical mesh. Red dots are the geo-
metrical points of Γ . In this case, we started
from the right hand side.

(b) Final mesh. Added vertices are represented
by the red dots. Observe that normal changes
can only occur at black dots.

Figure 5. Construction of the interface mesh.

�Lagrange �Smoothing

+Remapping

Figure 6. The simple ALE procedure decomposes in two steps. A Lagrangian step where each
mesh is displaced at its own velocity. Then, a smoothing step were the whole mesh is remade
conforming.

5. A simple ALE treatment

Use of rezoning is also a parctical way to avoid difficulties due to non-matching sliding lines. Sketch of the
idea can be found for instance in [4].

The principle of the method is very simple. Let us assume the grid to be conforming at the beginning of a
time step. We call xn

i,j ∈ R
d the coordinates of the ith vertex of Γj , so that at this time xn

i,1 = xn
i,2, ∀i. We apply

the sliding algorithm previously described. At the end of this stage, the grid is no more conforming x�
i,1 �= x�

i,2.
We then impose the positions of each xn+1

i,1 to be equal to these of xn+1
i,2 by computing

xn+1
i,1 = xn+1

i,2 = θ x�
i,1 + (1 − θ)x�

i,2, (5.1)

with θ ∈ [0, 1]. A classical algorithm (Tipton-like [31] in our case) is used to displace other vertices, in order to
smooth the grid.

All the conservative quantities are then remapped on this new grid, thanks to a Benson-like algorithm [4]
that ensures the conservation of the mass, momentum and total energy. We assume that this stage preserves
the position of the interfaces Γ1 ≡ Γ2. Consequently, no fluxes are computed through the slide line.

6. Numerical tests

To illustrate the behavior of the method, we perform several representative tests.
The tests are run using an first-order Euler explicit time integration that is build the same way as classical

Glace or Eucclhyd schemes [17, 26].
As it is common for Lagrangian schemes, we use a stabilization ingredient. This is even more necessary when

dealing with slide lines. For instance, Caramana [10] uses a strong hourglass control (with a merit factor of 1)
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(a) Mesh colored by density at t = 0.

Density
0.125 0.344 0.562 0.781 1.00  

Density
0.125 0.344 0.562 0.781 1.00  

(b) Mesh colored by density at t = 0.2.
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(c) Density profile comparison with the conforming
Eucclhyd scheme at t = 0.2. Red: profile obtained for
each region. Blue: reference Eucclhyd calculation.

Figure 7. Sod orthogonal interface.

close to slide line (refer also to [2]). Kutchař́ık et al. [24] use the same strategy and add surface tension at
the slide line. Here, we use subzone entropy [16] which is build to preserve the conservation and consistency
properties of cell-centered Lagrangian schemes. It is easy to adapt formulas (27) and (28) pages 6567–6568
of [16] to our method and see that properties are also preserved.

If not precised, tests run Eucclhyd’s scheme as the nodal solver for more coherence (i.e. it is the natural
scheme that is obtained when using trapezoid formula on non sliding edges). Also, we recall that the arising
linear system is solved by using SuperLU [25]: an exact resolution is required to get the properties of the scheme,
especially conservation.

6.1. Sod shock tube

We use this case as a sanity check for the sliding method. We recall the case configuration. We choose
Ω =]0, 1[×]0, 0.2[ as the computational domain. Initial data is

u = 0, ρ =
{

1 if x < 1
2 ,

0.125 elsewhere, p =
{

1 if x < 1
2 ,

0.1 elsewhere.

The fluid follows a perfect gas law, adiabatic constant is γ = 1.4.
We run two different configurations to compute Sod shock tube approximation.

6.1.1. Orthogonal interface

First, the sliding interface is oriented orthogonally to the flow.
The mesh is the union of a uniform 50× 2 cells set for the initially heavy region and 50× 3 cells for the light

zone, see Figure 7a. So, that it is non-conforming at the contact discontinuity all along the calculation.
At mesh non-conformity, we impose �u� · (10) = 0 using presented sliding method. For nodes that are not

located in the sliding interface, we use the Eucclhyd’s scheme.
Observe that for this calculation we do not use subzone entropy stabilization: it is not necessary to preserve

symmetries.
Since the solution of this problem is 1D, we expect our algorithm to compute the same solution as the

Eucclhyd’s scheme on a conforming grid (we recall that Eucclhyd is not sensitive to the aspect ratio of cells for
1D problems).

Figure 7b illustrates that the solution remains uni-dimensional. In this particular case, since Γ and Γi coincide,
nil and njl normals are the same. So, the scheme is entropic and conservative in volume.
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Γ

(a) Initial mesh. The slide line divides the mesh
in two identical parts along the x-axis.

Density
0.125 0.344 0.562 0.781 1.00  

Density
0.125 0.344 0.562 0.781 1.00  

(b) Mesh colored by density t = 0.2.

Γ

(c) Zoom centered at contact discontinuity and slide line

t = 0.2.

Figure 8. Sod orthogonal interface.

Moreover, on Figure 7c, we compare the density profile to the one obtained on a 100 × 2 grid using the
Eucclhyd’s scheme. Profiles match perfectly, confirming that in this case the method acts as a generalization of
the Eucclhyd’s scheme for non-matching grids.

6.1.2. Aligned interface

As a second sanity check test, we use the configuration depicted on Figure 8a. The computational domain Ω =
]0, 1[×]0, 0.2[ is divided into two regions delimited by y = 0.1. Each subdomain is meshed using 100 × 5 cells.
The slide line method is applied on y = 0.1 boundaries. Again, no stabilization is used to run this test.

The results are presented in Figure 8b. At first sight, one could think that the numerical solution is 1D.
However, a zoom is performed on the meshes, centered on the contact discontinuity and the slide line. One
observes little oscillations illustrating that the obtained result is not 1D. Let us emphasize however, that the
oscillations remain small during the whole calculation.

Actually, this was expected: according to its discretization, λ has almost no chance to be able to compensate
exactly the pressure variation along the x-axis. In the previous case, pressure at the sliding interface is constant
at all time, so that it is exactly represented in P0(Γ ).

Nevertheless, on the one hand, the error is small on this particular test and on the other hand, quality of the
solution could probably be improved in computing a better mesh for Γ . Such a good quality of the solution was
not what we first expected for this particular test.

6.2. Caramana’s piston problem

This test case has been defined in [10]. The computational domain is Ω =]0, 1[×]0, 1
2 [. Initially, the fluid state

is defined as

u = 0, ρ =
{

1 if y < 1
4 ,

10 elsewhere, p =
{

20 in ]0.95, 1[×]0, 1
4 [,

2
3 × 10−8 elsewhere.

The fluid follows a perfect gas law with an adiabatic constant γ = 5
3 . Note that, as it is done in [24], p = 0 is

replaced by p = 2
3 ×10−8 for numerical purpose. Symmetric boundary conditions are imposed on the whole ∂Ω.

This initial data generates a shock wave due to the high pressure zone that travels in the domain. Combined
with the density jump at the interface, this leads to sliding along this discontinuity line.
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For this simulation we take two different uniform meshes of Ω. The first one is made of 100 × 50 square
cells as in [10,24] (see Fig. 9a). The second one is its two-by-two refined mesh: 200× 100. For each mesh, three
strategies are used:

• Lagrangian with subzone entropy stabilization [16] (coefficient being set to 10−2 for cells connected to Γi’s
and to 10−3 for the others);

• Lagrangian without any stabilization;
• ALE as described in Section 5, without any stabilization during the Lagrangian step. Fifty iterations of a

Jun-like [23] algorithm are used to rezone inner nodes of each mesh. A limited second-order fluxing-based
advection process is used to remap conservative quantities.

The results we obtain on the 100 × 50 mesh are presented in Figures 9b−9c. The pressure scale is fixed
to [0, 1.8] to allow better comparison. At first we emphasize that the use of the subzone entropy stabilization
does not seem to deteriorate the position of the sliding interface since the results in Figures 9b and 9c look
quite similar. However, one might notice that in the case of stabilized calculation the light domain mesh is less
distorted at the sliding interface. Also, the ALE simulation (Fig. 9d) provides a close result attesting the correct
behaviour of the approach, even if we over-smoothed meshes. The only disadvantage of such a strategy is the
excess of numerical dissipation which is classical and not due to the sliding method.

Using the 200 × 100 mesh allows us to advance one step further in the test case analysis. The results are
presented in Figures 9e−9g. We performed these tests in order to illustrate two facts. The first one is that the
Lagrangian stabilized and the ALE simulation show some kind of qualitative convergence, which is a good point
for the method. The second point is related to the Lagrangian calculation without stabilization: one sees on
Figure 9f the failure of the computation – approximation is presented at time t = 0.285 while δt is decreasing
to 0 to satisfy CFL constrain. Indeed, it fails since some interface cells of the light domain get tangled. However,
looking carefully at the tangled zone (zoom in Fig. 9f), one notices that the interface is still well described.

Of course, there is no analytical solution to this problem, but one can predict some quantitative values of
the density as long as the rarefaction wave that follows the strong shock do not interact with it. Indeed, for
1d-shocks, the post-shock density should satisfy ρpost = γ+1

γ−1ρpre (see for instance [34]), that is a maximum of 4
in the light zone and 40 in the heavy part, ρpre and ρpost denoting respectively the pre- and post-shock densities.
On Figure 9h, one observes that post-shock densities are particularly accurate, especially in the light domain,
where the shockwave is almost planar.

Finally, one should notice that as it is often the case for gas-gas contacts the interface is unstable (one can
easily check that initially ∇ρ · ∇p < 0 on ]0.95, 1[×{1

4

}
). One could argue that the subzone entropy treatment

produces enough numerical dissipation to keep artificially the interface “smooth”. However, as it is shown in [16],
using this stabilization technique does not affect the consistency of the overall scheme with Euler’s equations.
Due to this interface instability, this is a discriminant test since more realistic flows such elasto-plastic flows are
generally more stable and should be simpler in that regard.

6.3. Sliding obstacle test

We imagined this test case to present the ability of the approach to deal with non-conforming geometrical
slide lines, i.e. sets of sliding edges might change during the calculation. Obviously, there are no theoretical
obstruction to this kind of situation, the difficulty being the calculation of Γ and Γi’s sliding parts.

For this kind of simulation (non-conforming slide line geometries), we add the following ingredient to the
algorithm. Assume for instance, that an extremity of Γ1 projects inside Γ2, then we actually displace the vertex
by projecting it on Γ2. This is mandatory to avoid excess of interpenetration at extremities.

At time t = 0, the initial configuration is given by Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2, where Ω1 =] − 1
4 , 1

2 [×] 14 , 3
2 [ and Ω2 =

] − 1
2 , 0[×]1, 1

2 [. The state of the two fluids is given by

ρ =
{

1 in Ω1,
2 in Ω2,

u =
{

(2,−1) in Ω1,
0 in Ω2,

and p = 0 in Ω.
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(a) Initial 100 × 50 mesh.
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(b) Pressure field – Time t = 0.3. Mesh 100 × 50.
Lagrangian simulation with stabilization.
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(c) Pressure field – Time t = 0.3. Mesh 100 × 50.
Lagrangian simulation without any stabilization.
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(d) Pressure field – Time t = 0.3. Mesh 100 × 50. ALE
simulation without any stabilization.
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(e) Pressure field – Time t = 0.3. Mesh 200 × 100.
Lagrangian simulation with stabilization.
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(f) Pressure field – Time t = 0.285. Mesh 200 × 100.
Lagrangian simulation without any stabilization.
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(g) Pressure field – Time t = 0.3. Mesh 200 × 100. ALE
simulation without stabilization.
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(h) Density in each domain – Time t = 0.3. Mesh 200 ×
100. Lagrangian simulation with stabilization.

Figure 9. Caramana test case.
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(a) Initial meshes.

Pressure
-0.174 0.180 0.535 0.890 1.24  

Pressure
-0.174 0.180 0.535 0.890 1.24  

(b) t = 1
2
. Meshes colored by the pressure.

Figure 10. Obstacle test.

We choose a stiffened gas law that sets p(ρ, ε) = (γ − 1)ρε − γp0, with γ = 5
3 and p0 = 1. This allows us to

impose a null external pressure on ∂Ω. The simulation is run up to t = 1
2 so that Ω1 flows outside of Γ2.

For this computation, we use the following options. Ω1 is divided into 50 × 25 rectangular cells while the
mesh for Ω2 is a regular 40×20 grid. For inner nodes (not connected to Γi’s we use a first-order Glace’s scheme.
Also, the subzone entropy parameter is set to 10−2 for Γi’s nodes and to 10−3 for other ones. This is the tuning
we use for classical (non-sliding) simulations.

Figure 10b presents the position of the meshes at the final time t = 1
2 . Meshes are colored by pressure. It

illustrates that the method was able to treat the changes of sliding area and is quite robust, since deformations
are significant.

One may observe oscillations at the sliding interface. These could be troubleshooting for the stability of the
calculation, but their effect is not huge since the calculation, on this particular configuration, runs up to time
1.1, after which time step goes down.

6.4. Bullet in channel

We conclude this section by presenting the results we obtain on a very challenging test. This test case is
defined in [24] but unfortunately as most of the cases presented here has no reference solution. So, we give some
qualitative results comparing Lagrangian simulations and the ALE approach we propose. The test is defined as
follows.

The computational domain Ω =]0, 2[×]0, 10[ is partitioned into four rectangular parts, Ωct, Ωb, Ωcb and Ωr,
as depicted on Figure 11.

The entire domain is occupied by a fluid that follows a perfect gas law of adiabatic constant γ = 5
3 .

Its initial state is set as

ρ =

⎧⎨
⎩

10 in Ωr,
1 in Ωb,
0.1 in Ωct ∪ Ωcb,

u =
{

0 in Ωr ∪ Ωct ∪ Ωcb,
(0,−7) in Ωb,

p = 0 in Ω.

Following [24] we present the results of computation at time t = 1.17.
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Figure 11. Bullet in the channel initial geometry. The computational domain is stretched
along the x-axis to ease representation.
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(a) Lagrangian simulation. Time t = 1.17. Final mesh
colored by density. The domain is stretched for better
visualization. Black-lines: interfaces.
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(b) ALE simulation. Time t = 1.17. Final mesh colored
by density. The domain is stretched for better visualiza-
tion. Black-lines: Lagrangian interfaces.

Figure 12. Bullet in channel.

We run this test using two strategies.

Lagrangian: Each subdomain is meshed as follows. Ωr: 20× 100, Ωct: 20× 5, Ωb: 20× 90 and Ωcb: 20× 5. The
subzone entropy parameter is set to 0.5 in the whole domain.

ALE: The domain is meshed uniformly using 40×100 cells. Subzone entropy is set to 0.1 on the slide line
and to 0 elsewhere. All interfaces are kept Lagrangian as well as Ωb itself. The Lagrange-advection
process we use is the one described is section 5 choosing θ in (5.1) so that Ωb’s sliding nodes are
relocated to Ωct, Ωb or Ωcb’s sliding nodes which are kept Lagrangian.
With the exception of Ωb and the sliding interfaces, the grids are smoothed using five iterations of
the method proposed by Escobar et al. [19] after each Lagrangian step.

The results of both simulations are respectively presented in Figures 12a and 12b. One can check that both
results are quite similar according to the differences of mesh strategy: Ωb’s final interfaces are located around the
same places, which indicates that flows behaviors are comparable. Also, the geometry of the interface between Ωr

and Ωct ∪ Ωcb seems more precisely described with the ALE strategy which was expected since Ωct and Ωcb’s
meshes are very coarse in the Lagrangian case. Also, the density distributions look quite similar.
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One can notice oscillations on the top of the interface between Ωb and Ωr in the Lagrangian case. While,
these are not small, they are amplified by the scaling that is used in Figure 12a and are not killing the calculus.

From our point of view, this very challenging case is a robustness test. Achieving the Lagrangian simulation
requires an excessive use of subzone entropy, which is not satisfactory since numerical viscosity might be too
important. However, let us recall that even with such an important coefficient, the scheme remains consistent
and conservative and the comparison with the ALE calculation tends to show that the solution is acceptable.

7. Conclusions and perspectives

In this paper, we present a new framework to model slide lines for semi-Lagrangian calculations.
The abstract scheme we developed is defined under very weak hypothesis on grid velocities and multiplier’s

regularity. Indeed, we only assume (u�
1,u

�
2, λ) ∈ V = L2(E1)d × L2(E2)d × L2(Γ ) to show conservation of mass,

momentum and total energy. Also, we showed that the abstract scheme is Galilean invariant and that the
entropy production error and volume conservation error are located in the slide line.

Actually, the method is built following a mortar-like [5] approach based on the scheme we defined in [15],
where the grid velocity is solution of a minimization problem (a weighted L2-projection). Section 2 recalls the
method presented in [15] and precises some points that where not given in the short note.

The sliding method we defined in this paper summarizes as a minimization problem for the grids velocity
calculation under the constrain of the continuity of the normal velocity.

Thanks to the abstractness of the sliding framework, any conformal approximation Vh ⊂ V will inherit the
properties, established in Section 3, provided the arising linear system is solved exactly. This is a strength of
the approach that allows the construction of many different practical schemes. For instance, one could consider
P1 − P1 approximation.

Here, as a first guess, we focused to the P1 − P0 case. The reason for this choice was that since λ acts as
a pressure, we had no reason to impose any regularity. Others choices might lead to supplementary properties
that remain to be analyzed.

We analyzed the method, showing that under the constraint that Γ ’s mesh is locally coarser than the finest
of Γi’s meshes, the linear system, arising from the P1 − P0 discretization of the saddle point problem, has a
unique solution. Also, under the same hypothesis, we showed a stability and convergence result.

We presented some numerical tests that illustrate that the approach is fine, Lagrangian and ALE calculations
comparing quite well. This is good news since many improvements can clearly be made to the method, as we
discuss bellow. Also, these first tests (especially in Sect. 6.4) indicate that other stabilization methods should
improve the approach. Good candidates can be found in [24] for instance. Observe that our ALE procedure looks
more robust, which was expected. We believe that more realistic calculations would rather involve elasto-plastic
materials, that should be more stiff and lead to more stable flows, rather than focusing on gas/gas sliding, which
is the hardest case.

Finally we emphasis that the abstract formulation allows to envisage higher-order discretization of the ge-
ometry at the interface. For instance one could use parabolic edges in order to reach a third-order geometric
error. In this particular case for instance, one would need a P2 discretization for the grid velocity. Then many
possible choices would be possible for multiplier’s space as soon as it satisfies a discrete inf-sup condition (P1,
discontinuous-P1, P2, . . .). Also, in that case, a mesh generation strategy for Γ is to be defined. Moreover, in
order to maintain third-order geometry, we believe that the whole scheme must be third-order and even if [15]
seems to be a first step, it remains to be done in the non-sliding case.
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